
LIGHTSPEED
Z I P  L I N E  T R O L L E Y S

HIGH SPEED

Self-contained, high-quality bearings make these 
the fastest compact trolleys available. Light-
Speed trolleys are rated for running speeds up to 
75 mph (121 kp/h).

PREVENTS EXCESS WEAR 
In most trolleys the forward momentum of the 
rider causes the front sheave to lift off the line 
and the back end to drag. Our design prevents 
this and helps your equipment last longer.

MADE TO LAST

The LightSpeed series are durable, lightweight 
trolleys that are made to last. They are rugged 
enough to withstand impact braking without 
unnecessary bulk.

IMPACT BRAKING COMPATIBLE

All LightSpeed trolleys are designed for impact 
braking with a durable front impact surface. Our 
design creates a smooth rider experience while 
reducing wear on your equipment and line.

The LightSpeed series of zip line trolleys are specifi-
cally designed for zip line use and are engineered to 
last longer. Our engineers looked at the most common 
issues that zip lines face and addressed each issue with 
the LightSpeed Trolleys. The series includes the Impact 
Trolley, EZ Clip Trolley, and Micro Trolley. 

Designed for Durability



MICRO EZ CLIP IMPACT 

FEATURES
Dimensions: 4.8 in (123 mm)

Weight: 0.8 lbs (364 g)
Dimensions: 5.7 in (145 mm)

Weight:  1.1 lbs (507 g)
Dimensions: 7.1 in (180 mm)

Weight: 1.2 lbs (544 g)

Impact Braking Compatible   

Dual Line Compatible   

Rated to 75 mph   

Rated to 330 lbs   

Cable Diameter Up To:
3/8 in ≤ ø ≤ 1/2 in 
(9.5 mm ≤ ø ≤ 13 mm)

 

Cable Diameter Up To:
3/8 in ≤ ø ≤ 3/4 in 
(9.5 mm ≤ ø ≤ 19 mm) 

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

Lanyard  

HandleBar  

Hook   
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TROLLEY SELECTION

ACCESSORIES

LANYARD
Zip line specific lanyard designed for 
ease and versatility in rider connection.

Available in 4 lengths: 12 in (30.5 cm), 
16 in (40.6 cm), 24 in (61 cm), and 36 in 
(91.4 cm)

 COMPATIBLE WITH ALL TROLLEYS 

HANDLEBARS
The handle keeps riders facing forward 
with their hands free from the impact 
area (essential with impact braking) and 
pivots to smoothen the impact, swing-
ing with the rider as they decelerate.

 EZ CLIP & IMPACT TROLLEY OPTIONS 

HOOK
The hook interacts with a catch mecha-
nism on the brake trolley to prevent rid-
ers from rolling away from the landing 
zone, allowing a guide to easily pull the 
rider to the platform. 

 EZ CLIP & IMPACT TROLLEY OPTIONS 


